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’ Abstract. Let fn :{0, 1)2r’Rn’+1+n+{OI 1) be the Boolean function 
fn(a, 6, (I, zl ,....Il)=qk5(.=jvb=i)V ,@l*j(u=jvb=j) 
where a c+ o is any surjective map B ‘le “’ -, { 1,2, . . . , n}. 
We prove C( fn) 3 3n - 2 where C( fn) is the minimal size of a Boolean network which computes 
fn over the base of all 16 binary Boolean operations. This lower bound corresponds to an upper 
bound of 3n provided .that we count only those gates that depend on some variable zi. 
1. Introduction and notation 
Evaluating the network complexity C( f ) of Boolean functions f by exploiting the 
combinatorial structure off is an important long term project. We know from Fischer 
[l], Pippenger [3] and Schnorr [6] that C(f) is very close to the minimal product of 
run time and program size of all Turing programs for fi We are interested inproving 
lower bounds on the complexity of f by methods which do not use diagonalization 
techniques. Presumably diagonalization techniques only apply to problems that are 
strongly connected with the decision of specific logical theories, ee [8] for examples. 
We are looking for a criterion, say a predicate crit(f, t) on the truth table of a 
Boolean function f which implies C(f) 2 t. Such a criterion should be easy to verify 
provided that a suitable definition of f is given, and should clearly not rephrase or 
encode the intended conclusion ‘fdiffers from all functions that can be computed by 
networks of size c t'. Indeed given a suitable definition of f say by a first order 
formula one likes to have short proofs for Cm 2 t. In particular it is desirable not to 
evaluate f within this proof but merely to use the formal definition of f. Such a 
criterion which implies a lower bound of the size 2n -o(n) for n-ary Boolean 
functions has been established in Schnorr [S]. Moreover this criterion holds for 
almost all n -ary Boolean functions. Paul [2] and Stockmeyer [9] have proved 2.52 
lower bounds for some specific functions. Here we improve Paul’s bound to 3n. We 
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use the entire proof of Paul with Cases l-3 and give a more detailed analysis of the 
remaining Cases 4,s. 
Let B = (0, 1}, Bn = vlf: 18” -*B} and let Xi : B” 43 be the ith component (ith 
variable) and Vn={Xili=l, l . l 9 n}. BZ is our set of basic operations. A network @ 
(for the computation off~ B, over the operations in Bz) is a directed, acyclic graph 
such that 
(1) each node has indegree 0or 2, the nodes v with indegree 0are entries and are 
labelled with a variable op( v) E Vn. 
(2) each non-entry v is labelled by an op(v) E ,32 and the edges entering v are 
associated ina fixed ordered way with the arguments ofop(v) E Bz. 
With each node v of @ we associate a functior i’esg (v) : B” + B. ress( v) = op( v) E 
V, for all entries v, otherwise resB (v) is obtained by applying op(v) to the results of 
the two nodes that precede v. The functions resg(v) with v E fl are computed by @. 
C(f) = min # {non-entries in 0 1 p computes f} is the network complexity of fi 
The binary operations g(xl, ~2) E B2 can be classified as follows: There are two 
constant functions: 0,l. There are four functions that depend on one argument: x1, 
1x1, x2,1 x2. There is a set A -type c B2 of eight functions which are compositions 
of A with negation and a set O-type c B2 of two functions x1 0x2, 1(x&x2). 
For a node v in @ let Sue(v) = {b 1 v + p is edge in p) and Pred(v) = {CL 1 p -) Y is 
ed.ge in p} be the set of direct successors and direct predecessors of v. The following 
reduction technique will be used throughout the paper. 
Lemma 1. Suppose p computes f E B,,-(1x1,. . . , lx,,,O, 1) and op(v) ti n- 
type v O-type for some non-entry vof 0. Then v can be eliminated from fl by a suitable 
transformation of the operations op( j) with j E Sue(v) v Pred(v) and the reduced 
network still computes f. 
Observe that this even holds if res@( v)= f. Since f&{ 1x1, . . . , lx”, 0, I} it follows 
that in this case there exists p E Pred( v) with ress(& E {f, if) and p is non-entry. 
Therefore it suffices to transform op(&. There are two immediate consequences. 
Lemma 2. Suppose p computes f E B, -{0, 1) and res@(v) is constant for some 
iv E B. Then v and all nodes in Sue(v) can be eliminated from p such that the reduced 
network still computes f. 
Lemma 3. Let p be a minimal size network for _f~ B, -(1x1, . . . , lx,,, 0, 1). Then 
op( v) E n -type v 0 type for all non-entries vE 0. 
Frequently we study the behaviour of a Boolean function f : B’ + B with several 
variables held fixed. A map CY : U + B with fJ c Vn is called an assignment. The 
function fu : B” -, B defined as fa(xl,. . . , x,) = f( yl, . . . , y,) with yi = if i E U then 
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01 (Xii) else xi is called the restriction off under the assignment cy. In a natural way an 
assignment cy associates with a network fi a sabnetwork p0 which occurs by fixing 
input variables according to cy and by eliminating constant nodes. 
We use the following notation: with a set F of Boolean functions we associate the 
Boolean closure (F) which is the smallest set of Boolean functions that contains F and 
which is closed under negation and conjunction. For a Boolean function g, g always 
denotes an element in {g, lg}, we use this notation whenever we do not wish to 
specify whether g or lg is meant. # S denotes the cardinality of the set S. We also 
write res( v) for ress( v) if fl is kept fixed. 
2. A 3n lower bound 
In the following let a I+ a be any map that maps binary strings into natural 
numbers. 
Maintheorem. Letf:B*“+‘+“+BandSc{l,. . .,n), #Sa2 besuch thatE(f,S) 
below holds, then C(f) 2 3 # S - 2. 
i 
Vi,jES,i#j:3a,bEBm:a=i,b=jand 
E(f, S) = f(a, h 9, ~1, l l l 3 2,) ‘q(zi q ti) v lq(zi 
with a E(A, v), and m ~&type. 
In particular this applies to fn : B2rlg”‘+1+n -) B with 
n n 
El q) 
fn(a, b, 9, ~1,. . . y ~n)=qj~I~j(a=jvb=j)v,~I~~(a=jvb=j) 
where a + a is any surjective map B ‘lgn7 + { 1,2, . . . , n}. 
Comment. For functions f with the property E(f, S) the first 2m variables are used 
to encode addresses for two out of the last n variables zl, . . . , zn. In case that the first 
2m entries u, b E B” give the addresses for Zi and Zj with i, j E S, then f is either of the 
form ti q zj or Zi m zi according to the value of q. fn meets this condition. 
f,(a, h q, 21,. . . 9 rn)=q(zivzj)vlq(ziOri)providedthata=iandb=j.Herethe 
iq-factor is witlout effect. 
The main theoreri: implies 
Corollary 1. C( fn) 2 3n - 2. 
The main theorem holds for # S = 2 which can be checked out in a straightforward 
way. For # S > 2 we distinguish Cases 1-5. Cases l-4 are solved by induction on # S 
and Case 5 is solved by a global analysis of the network that computes f. 
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We only sketch Cases l-3, a more detailed analysis of these cases is contained in 
Paul [Z]. Let p be any minimal size network for fi W.1.o.g. we assume that for any i e S 
there is a unique node v of p with op(v) = Zi, let this node be i itself. 
Case 1.3i E S: #Sue(i) 2 3. 
According to Lemma 2 we can eliminate at least 3 gates from 0 by fixing zi to 0 and 
the reduced network computes f :=: fti:=0. Since E( E S o(i)) holds, the induction 
hypothesis implies C(f) 2 3 # S - 2. 
Case 2.3 E S: Sue(i) > 2 and 3~ E k(i): op(u) E A -type. 
Choose c E B such tha,:. res(z&,, is constant. Because of Lemma 2 we can 
eliminate all nodes in Suc( i) u Suc( v) by fixing zi to c. Since /3 has minimal size these 
are at least three different nodes. Since E(fiizzo S-(i)) holds, the induction 
hypothesis implies C(f) a 3 # S - 2. 
Case 3.3jES: VvESuc(j): op(u)E O-type. 
Then there are nodes Al, AZ, . . . , A, .in p with A1 E Suc( j) such that 
(1) op(Ai)E @-type for i = 1,. . . , r, 
(2) Ai+lESuc(Ai)and #Suc(Ai)=lfori=l,...,F-1, 
(3) #Suc(A,)> 1 or 3p~Suc(A,): op(& A-type. 
Let res(Ai), gi+l be the input functions of A i+l and zj, gl be the input functions of 
Al. Since p has minimal size and is acyclic Al, . . . , A, can be chosen such that 
g1 , . . . , g, do not depend on Zj (see Case III in [2]) for a detailed discussion). This 
implies res(A,) = Zj@g for some g which does not depend on zj. Hence 
res(A,) Zi := g and res(A,) Zj := 7g are constant. Therefore for each of the substitutions 
Zj c lTT g, Zj := lg we can eliminate A, and all nodes in Suc(A,). These are at least three 
different nodes if #Suc(A,) 2 2. If, however, #Suc(A,) = 1, then op(p) E h-type for 
b E Suc(A,) and we can choose g E {g, lg} such that res( p) rj := 1 is constant. Then by 
substituting Zj := g we can eliminate at least three nodes A,, p and all nodes in 
Suc( p). Since E( fZj := g’, S - {j}) holds, the induction hypothesis implies C(f) 3 
3#S-2. 
If none of the Cases l-3 are applicable, then each i E S has a unique direct 
successor which is called Gi moreover op(Gi) E A -type. Set G = {Gili E S}. 
Proof. Suppose Gi = Gj with i # j. There exists c E B such that res(Gj)Z,:=c is constant. 
Hence fzi := c does not depend on zj. This contradicts to f(a, 6, 0, 1, 21, . . . , z,) = 
Zi&lZj provided u = i and b = j. 
Case 40 3Gi: #Suc(Gi)s2. 
Choose c E B such that res( Gi) Z i:=c is constant. This eliminates Gi and all nodes in 
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Suc( Gi). Hence at least three different Jlodes are liminated. Since E(fii :==, S -{i j) 
holds the induction hypothesis implies C(f) 2 3 # S - 2. 
It remains to consider 
Case5,VieS: #Suc(Gi)=l. 
A path in fi is called free if no inner node of this path is in G. Let t be the node of p 
with res(t) =fi By s + t we denote a path from node s to node t. 
Lemma 5. Vi E S: 3 free path Gi =+ t. 
Proof. Suppose 13 free path Gi + t. Then every path Gi + t passes ome Gi with 
j # i. Construct he assignment cy by fixing all variables except i such that res(G,), is 
constant for all u, v # i and fa = Zi. Since every path Gi * t passes some Gy with 
constant output, res(& does not depend on Zi which contradicts fa = Zi. 
A node D is a split if there are free paths from G to t that pass D and leave D by 
differentleaving edges. A node D is a collector if there are free paths from G to t that 
pass D and enter D by different entering edges. Let SP be the set of splits and let C 
be the set of collectors. 
Lemma6. #Ca#S+#SP-1. 
Proof. Exactly # S - 1 collectors are needed in order to collect # S free paths from G 
to t. The number of splits is at most the number of additional collectors. 
We consider the following equivalence relation R on S: 
iRj_ there are free paths Gi a t and Gj * t that meet 
a collector before any of them leaves a split. 
in 
One proves easily by induction on #SP that the number k of equivalence classes 
with respect to R is g#SP+ 1. Let S1, Sz,. . . , Sk be the different equivalence 
classes. Up to now we have proved the existence of #S + #SP -- 1 collectors and #S 
nodes in G which are not collectors. In order to prove the 3 # S - 2 lower bound it 
suffices to associate with each Si a set St of #Si - 1 non-entries which are not in G U C 
and which are pairwise disjoint. This yields a total of 
#S+ #SP-l+ #S+ i (#Si-a)=3 #S+ #SP-1-k 
i = 1 
2 3 F S - 2 non-entries in p. 
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Let Pred(Gi) = {i, Pi}, i.e. the direct predlzcessor of Gi which is different from i is 
called Pi. 
Lemma 7. (compare Lemma 9 in [2]). Let i&, i f jand let Co be the collector where all 
free paths Gi _ t and all free paths Gi =+ t meet before any of them passes a split. l’%en 
op(C0) E O-type and either (1) or (2) holds: 
(1) 3 free path Gi + Gj and P# G u C, 
(2) 3 free path Gj * Gi (and Pii G v C. 
Proof. Suppose there is no free path Gi 3 Gj and no free path Gj * Gi. Construct 
the assignment cy by fixing all variables except Zi, tj, q such that res(G,), is constant 
for all vi{i, j} and fo=qzi m ZjV lqzi N Zj with a E{A, v}, M EO-type. Let 
CUO, QL 1be the extended assignments with (I := 0, q := 1, resp. Since there is no free 
path Gi a Gj or Gj * Gi in & it follows that all paths Gi + t and Gj _ t either pass 
Co or pass some G, with res(G,), constant. This implies fao, fal E (Op(Co)((zi), (zj))) 
which is clearly impossible. Hence either a free path Gi + Gj or a free path Gj _ Gi 
is present in p and both types of paths cannot be present because then fl would 
contain a cycle. W.1.o.g. we can assume: 3 free path Gi a Gk 
Claim 1. Pj is not on the free path Gi 3 Co. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, then the above assignment at yields res(Pi),o = Zi and 
there exists c E B such that (res(Gj),o),, :== is constant. This implies that 
(rWL0) f i:=c is constant which is not true. Hence the claim holds. 
Claim 2. Pi&G v C. . 
Proof. Since the free path Gi + Gj passes Pi it follows that J5i # G, for all v with 
Y f i, Moreover, Pi # Gi because of Claim 1. NOW suppose Pi E: C. By the definition 
of a collector there is a fre’e path Gi + t that passes Pi. Since Pi i6; not on the free path 
Gi + Co the free path Gi + Co splits before Co which is excluded by i R 1. Hence 
Pjk Co 
It remains to prove op( CO) E 0 -type. Consider the above assignment cu 0 with 
f a~ = Zi I3 Zj and such that res(GV),o is constant for all v with Y # i, j. Suppose 
op(C0) g 0 -type, then there exists b E B such that (res(Co),o),i :=b and ( forO&, are 
constant which is not true. Hence op(Co) E @ -type. 
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Since op(G,) E A -type and Pred(G,) = {P,,, Y} we can assume 
VU E S: res(G,) = res(Pv)a(y’ A Z, with a(v) E B. (1) 
Here we use the notation go for lg and g1 for g. If res(G,) has not yet the form (l), 
then it is sufficient to replace op(G,) by lop( Gy) and to apply a suitable trans- 
formation to op(& for all p E Suc(G,). 
Lemma 8. Pj = Pi implies a(j) = a(i). 
Proof. Suppose the contrary and construct the assignment by fixing all variables 
except zj, Zi such that res(G,), is constant for all L.& {i, j} and res(t), = zi q zi. 
Obviously res(Pi), = res(Pi), is constant and by the assumption a(j) # a(i) either 
res(Gj),l or res(GJ, is constant. Then res(t), does not depend on both Zj and Zi 
which is not true. 
It has been assumed inCase 5 that each Gj has a unique direct successor, let Qi be 
this successor, i.e. Suc(Gj) = {Qi}. Let S(2) = Uxs,az S,. 
Lemma 9. Let j, p E S(2), j f p and Qj E C then Pi #Pp. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that j, ~1 ES(2) with j # p, PN = Pi and Qj E C. Let 
i E S with i R j be such that the free paths Gi + t and Gi 1 t meet in Qfi We have the 
following free paths in p: 
Since the collector Qj is the unique successor f Gj there is no free path Gi + Gi. 
Hence by Lemma 7 there is a free path Gi *Pi 3 Gj. Moreover, we know from 
Lemma 7 that op(Qi) E O-type. All paths Gj 1 t pass Qj and all paths Gi + t either 
pass Qj or some G,, v # i and therefore ither pass Qj or some Gy, u # j, i. This 
proves 
f = res(t) E (al, . . . , a,,,, bl, . . . , b,, q, res(Qi), res(G,)v # j, i). 
Construct the assignment a!by fixing all variables except Zi, Zj, z, such that res(GJ, / J 
is constant for all ve {i, j, p} and res(t), = Zi Or,. This yields 
Zi 02, E (res(Q&, res(G,),). 
It follows from the assumption (1) that res( GJQ = fi A f, with ii E (zi)- 
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Case a. ii # 1. Then there exists b E B such that (ii A &&+, is constant. Hence 
(Zi OZ,),j.- ‘-6 is constant which is impossible. 
Case b. ii = 1. Then res( Gi)a = Zj and res(G,), = &. This yields a contra- 
diction since ti@z,g (Zj, ;f,). Therefore our assumption was false which proves 
the lemma. 
We are now able to finish the proof of the main theorem. To each equivalence class 
So with respect o R we associate a set SV of # S, - 1 non-entries which are not in 
G u C such that the SV are pairywise disjoint. 
Let s1, &, . . . , Sk be the different equivalence classes. 
forv=l,...,kdo 
begin $, := 0 
while # SP,, 3 2 de 
begin cholose i, j E S,, i # j such that 
3 free path Gi a Gj 
(this is possible according to Lemma 7) 
if C3ip C then Sv := Sv u {Qi) 
else S, := S, ‘. ’ {Pj} 
S l = Y’ S, -{ j} 
Lemma 110. l’%e sets g,, are painvise disjoint and # g,, = # S, - 1. 
Proof, (1) kfi # Qy for all ,pi, QV which have been inserted into U:= 1 $. Observe that 
there is a free path Qy =$ t. However, a free path Pj * t would mean that the free 
path Gi 3 t splits into al free path Gi a Pj + t which is excluded by i R j. Hence 
Pi * Qv- 
(2) Obviously Qj # Q? for v # j, provided Q& C. It follows from (l), (2) and 
Lemma 3 that the sets gV are pairwise disjoint and #SV = #S, -- i. 
Observe that SV n (G u C) = 0 which clearly follows from Lemma 7. Hence we 
get as has been shown in the paragraph preceding Lemma 7: 
c(/la #G* #C+ i (#Sy-1’)~ #S+ #C+ #S-k 
v=l 
M#S+#SP-1-k byLemma6. 
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Since the number k of equivalence classes exceeds the number # SP of splits at most 
by 1 it follows C(f) 2 3 # S - 2. 
The lower bound for the function 
fn(a, h ~,zI, . . . 9 Zn)=q jg’*j(a=jvb=j)v,&l tj@=jvb=j) 
of Corollary 1 is fairly tight if we only count gates that depend on some variable zj. 
Those gates are called z-gates. Let C’=(f) be the minimal number of z-gates in any 
network for f. We have 
Proof. (1) 3n - 2 s C, ( fn). Consider the proof of the main theorem and suppose that 
the network 0 in the proof has minimal C,-size. We claim that the 3n - 2 gates which 
are asserted in the proof are all z-gates. This clearly holds for the gates which are 
asserted in Cases l-4, since we only eliminate gates that depend on some variable zi. 
Now consider Case 5. Clearly all gates in G and all gates Qj are z-gates. Whenever 
we count pi then pi is on some free path Gi *Pi + Gj and following the proof of 
Lemma 7 res(P’) must depend on zi. Finally all collectors can be chosen as z-gates. 
(2) CZ( fn) s 3n follows immediately from the definition of fn. Observe that 
(a = j v b = j) can be computed without any z-gates. 
The definition of the function fn differs only slightly from the corresponding 
definition in [2]. This modification follows a hint from I. Munro. He proposed the 
definition of fn which only uses 3n + 1 z-gates. M. Paterson eliminated one further 
z-gate. 
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